Chocolate Transfer Sheets: 101
Chocolate Transfer Sheets are made by embossing cocoa butter and powdered food coloring onto a
clear acetate sheet. They can be used on cakes, cookies, truffles and more to create a unique look.
Directions for using a Chocolate Transfer Sheet on a layer cake are as follows:

1.

2.

Ice your cake (shown is a
10” round, but you may use
any size) with any icing you
choose.

Place one pound of
chocolate in medium
metal bowl; set bowl over
saucepan of simmering
water (do not allow bottom
of bowl to touch water). Stir
until chocolate is smooth
and very warm to touch
(about 115°F).

Cut the chocolate transfer
sheet in a strip long enough
to fit around the cake. You
will need to tape strips
together to make it long
enough-- tape the smooth
sides. The strip should then
be cut to the height of the
cake, or slightly taller if you
plan to decorate the top
with fruit.
Place the cut transfer strip
on top of a silicone mat,
parchment paper, or foil,
rough-textured side facing
up.

Remove bowl and pour thick
ribbon of melted chocolate
(about 2/3 cup) onto the
transfer sheet strip. Using
long offset spatula (photo
1), spread chocolate evenly
over transfer strip, covering
completely (chocolate will
run over sides of strip).

3.
Allow to set up until
chocolate on strip is set
and loses gloss, but is
still flexible (generally
5-10 minutes). Do not let
chocolate become too firm.
Using your fingertips (photo
2), lift chocolate-coated
strip and attach, chocolate
side in, to side of cake.
Press strip to seal chocolate
to side of cake.
Press the chocolate-coated
side of the transfer around
the cake to encircle it
completely (photo 3)
making sure not to overlap
the acetate sheet (this will
make it easy to remove).

4.
Refrigerate cake until
chocolate strips are firm,
about 30 minutes. Once
the chocolate on the inside
of the strips has hardened,
carefully peel the acetate
backing off chocolate
(photo 4).
Chill cake at least 3 hours
and up to 1 day. Mound
fruit atop cake if desired.
Refrigerate until ready to
serve.
Slice cake using a sharp
knife with a warm blade.
(to warm, dip blade into
glass of hot water, remove
and dry before slicing)

Special notes for working with chocolate transfer sheets:
•Spread melted chocolate THINLY on the acetate sheet... that is all it takes!
•To make shards, keep sheet flat and let harden. Peel off acetate backing. Break sheet up into pieces and use as elegant and
unique cake, cookie & cupcake decorations.
•You can pre-cut the acetate sheet to fit on top of truffles and candies (as shown in the photo above of truffles).
•Chocolate transfer sheets work on all kinds of chocolate, any color. Gold transfers will look yellow until put onto chocolate.
•Can be used with cookie cutter shapes. Let chocolate set until semi-hard, but still flexible. Cut out shapes with cookie cutters
(as shown in the photo above on the cookie sheet and cupcakes), let completely harden and peel off acetate backing.
•Store flat in a cool and dry environment. Transfers will melt and smear in heat.
•Fancy Flours offers more than 100 different chocolate transfer sheets for all seasons.

